Species-identification dots: a potent tool for developing genome microbiology.
Identification of species has long been done by phenotype-based methodologies. Recently, genotype-based species identification has been shown to be possible by way of Genome profiling, which is based on a temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE) analysis of random PCR products. However, the results, though sufficient in information, provided by genome profiling were complicated and difficult to deal with objectively. To cope with this, a technology of utilizing species identification dots (spiddos), which corresponds to structural transition points of DNAs, was introduced. Pattern similarity score (PaSS), derived from spiddos, was shown to be usable for quantitatively measuring the closeness between genomes. This was demonstrated with the experiments applied to the genomes of Escherichia coli O157:H7 (19 strains). The same genomes were also examined by sequencing and RFLP methods in order to compare the effectiveness of these three methods. As a result, the spiddos method was shown to give reasonable results and to be the most advantageous for measuring the closeness between species in general. This means that spiddos is pushing the heavy gate open for genome microbiology.